
Q4-2019 FULL MEASURE QUARTERLY REPORT

Full Measure is a broadcast focusing on investigative, original and accountability 
reporting unique in today’s media.The host is Sharyl Attkisson. The show format will 
include a major investigative piece each week on topics ranging from immigration 
issues at home and abroad, government waste, national security concerns and 
vulnerabilities, whistleblower reports on government abuse and misdeeds. Full Measure 
is produced by and airs nationally on stations of the Sinclair Broadcast Group. The 
program also streams live on all Sinclair websites  on Sundays at 9:30 a.m. ET.

Oct6 Hurricane/PR  
A year after the 
hurricane. Where was 
the money spent. 

RefugeeCenter a 
look at a center on 
the Mex/American 
border

Model Legislation 
who is writing your 
laws?

Oct13 
VAWhistleblower 
conditions at VA 
centers sub par

Impeachment the 
charges, the process, 
the history.

5G update on 
expanding 5G access
PR deaths FTM 
tracking the actual 
deaths in PR

A Night in 
Casablanca Scott 
Thuman visits the city 
of movie legend

Oct20  DesertEyes- 
HighTec surveillance 
on the border 

ChemWeapons 
Inside a facility that 
destroys the country’s 
most dangerous 
weapons

MediaMadness 
Howie Kurtz on his 
new book

Oct27 NOLA How to 
justify keeping cities 
dry, that are below sea 
level. 

Racism/White Shift 
Immigration and 
stresses o 

Hygge. Danish 
happiness. 

SETI new life for the 
search for ET

Nov3 DenmarkMuslims 
Remarkable look at 
how a religious clash, 
led to community 
healing.

Cuccinelli intv with 
the DepDir US 
Citizenship service

Big4AGs  How states 
AGs age going after 
the top tech firms

Nov10 Blexit A look at 
Blexit, before the final 
vote

ISIS Inside the group, 
from the eyes of an 
ISIS bride

TroubledWaters why 
our water is not clean



Nov17 
SeekingtheWall On the 
border to see progress 
of the Wall

Mark Levin an 
interview with the 
commentator and 
author. 

Tanks. Why are so 
many tanks parked in 
the desert? 

Tattooine Thuman 
takes us to the place 
where the StarWars 
legacy began

Nov24 PharmaTerror 
Allegations that US 
pharma companies are 
behind terror financing

SwedenAnti-Semitis
A look at Swedes and 
the growth of anti-
semitism 

BagtheSwag. 
Gimmicks and 
wasted money on 
Fed agencies 
promoting 
themselves.

Pulse Tombstone, a 
visit to a unique 
western town

Dec1TgivingReRun

Dec8 Populism How far 
has it come? 

Tunnels beneath the 
US/Mex border

CarterPage a revisit 
with the man targeted 
by FISA warrants

SIGAR/Afgan facts

Voodoo in New 
Orleans

Dec15 Janus the ruling 
to separate unions and 
forced dues

HorowitzReport 
context on the IG 
report

WhenTheyComeforY
ou An author on 
unwarranted 
searches

Dec22 TheKids 
Children used for 
smuggling at the 
border. 

Secret Holds Sen. 
Grassley on a 
process that keeps 
bills from becoming 
laws.

SeaRise&Military
Climate change and 
a look at coastal 
bases

Dec29 (rerun) 
DenmarkMuslims 
Remarkable look at 
how a religious clash, 
led to community 
healing.

Cuccinelli intv with 
the DepDir US 
Citizenship service

Big4AGs  How states 
AGs age going after 
the top tech firms


